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Event managers are always looking for ways to drive more value to their event. Leveraging  
demographic event data is critical for creating marketing campaigns, educational sessions, and 
content for an event. Analyzing and understanding data gathered throughout the registration 
process is very beneficial to show managers. There are a variety of ways demographic data can 
be used to boost ROI.

Review Past Demographic Data
• Identify trends during the past two or three years.

• Understand which attendee segments are strongest and tailor campaigns to these groups.

• Determine educational sessions with the highest attendance. Research whether the planned  

sessions meet attendees needs or if sessions should be eliminated or added.

• Review data to decide if existing questions are appropriate. 

Update Demographic Questions
• Determine if the demographic questions help define market segments and benefits. Questions  

should be dropped if the answers do not provide value to the organization, sponsors, or exhibitors.  

Add new questions that can directly affect an event and are relevant to improving ROI.

• Request basic parameters that provide an important profile, including industry, title, purchasing  

power, product interest, and affiliation with related organizations.

Create a Targeted Marketing Plan
• Divide data collected from past events to determine a marketing plan for each segment.

• Develop a geographic marketing plan. Sending show alumni geographically relevant information 

demonstrates that attendance preferences are known.

• Send targeted marketing messages based on past spending habits and attendance history.  

Positive responses increase when relevant information is sent.

Six Ways to Boost ROI Using Demographic Data
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• Identify an educational interest profile and offer session options based on attendees past  

interests. Allow attendees to purchase conference packages and a la carte choices.

Identify Up-Selling Opportunities
• Create up-selling offers on the registration page based on registrant’s buying profile,  

registration type, or job function.

• Offer sponsorships based on demographic profiles. Target banner advertising based on  

demographic questions and answers. Monetize event website real estate in multiple ways.

Establish Onsite Programs
• Send Sorry We Missed You emails at the close of the first day to any registrants who have  

not yet attended the show. Use past and regional data to determine who is most likely to  

attend on days two or three.

• Communicate the day’s agenda and offer promotions for bringing colleagues.

Develop a Post-Show Strategy
• Review event data to determine segments who attended the show. Compare preregistered  

segments to actual attendees and adjust marketing plans to reach those less likely to attend.

• Ask the show registration partner for exhibitor lead retrieval data, which provides valuable  

information about attendee behavior on the show floor. Leverage information for exhibitor  

retention and to attract new exhibitors.

Attendee acquisition is a vital part of your marketing strategy and critical for maximizing  
your ROI. These six best practices are proven methods for increasing attendance at your show. 
Demographic data can be used to improve the registration process and contribute to the  
show’s success.


